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ABSTRACT  

 Gain financial freedom with a secure and practical alternative to centralized banking. With 

Cryptocurrency, you are on the path to the financial independence you have always wanted 

with a secure method to achieve it while cutting off personal connection with banks and 

incentives that never pay off and later become unbearable when you want to make your 

money truly work for you. This is not an investment tool; it is the investment tool you need to 

jump start your financial security! 
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INTRODUCTION  

1. WHAT IS UNITED EMIRATE COIN? 

 Emirate Coin is an open source, peer-to- peer,Ethereum based Coin carefully 

developed by Industry experts based in the Middle East. United Emirate Coin is a 

global payment network that is fully decentralized without central authorities which 

enable people to store nd invest their wealth in a digital currrency. The total supply is 

just 20M making it a huge potential for astronomical increase in price value making 

investors tons of profits trading and holding UEC. United Emirate Coin is the first 

cryptocurrency to be developed in the Middle east. 

United Emirate coin had their first initial coin offer in December 2017. 

 United Emirate coin is First Arab cryptocurrency. 

      United Emirate coin is a form of digital public money created by complex 

mathematical computations and validated by millions of computer users (blockchain 

technology). You can store United Emirate Coin on your computer drive, smartphone, 

hardware wallet or somewhere in the cloud. 

 

The United Emirate Coin transfer system is convenient and easy to use. The transfer of 

funds can be done anywhere in the world within seconds. United Emirate Coin 

protects your transaction history and wallet contents from prying eyes, whilst leaving 

publicly accessible transaction hashes available for the technically discerning to 

authenticate transactions hereby making the transaction of United Emirate Coin safe 

and anonymous.  

  

Once you own United Emirate Coins, they behave like physical gold coins: they possess 

value and can be traded like stocks in popular exchanges. In the future you'll be able 

to use them to purchase goods and services.  

  

Bitcoin has proven that a peer-to-peer electronic cash system can indeed work and 

fulfill payments processing without requiring trust or a central mint. However, for an 

entire electronic economy to be based on a fully decentralized, peer-to-peer solution, 

it must be able to do the following:  

 



I. Process transactions securely, quickly and efficiently, at the rate of thousands 

per hour or more; provide incentives for people to participate in securing the 

network; scale globally with a minimal resource footprint; 

II.   II. Offer a range of basic transaction types that launch Cryptocurrencies past 

the core feature of a payment system alone;  

III.  III.  Provide an agile architecture that facilitates the addition of new core 

features, and allows for the creation and deployment of advanced applications; 

and   

IV.  To run on a broad range of devices, including mobile ones.  

 United Emirate Coin satisfies all these requirements.  
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FEATURES  

 
ETHEREUM ENCRYPTION: The United Emirate Coin network is secured against attacks 

based on Ethereum network. 

 

FAST TRANSACTIONS: Send and receive payments anywhere in the World quickly. 

Quick block execution time, ensure unparalleled speed to conventional remittance and 

payment systems.  

 

WALLET ENCRYPTION: Wallet encryption provides protection from wallet-stealing 

viruses and Trojans as well as allows you to secure your wallet, so that you can view 

transactions and your account balance.  

 

DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM: We use decentralized blockchain transaction technology, so 

no centralized third party to trust. Transactions are performed directly between the 

users.  
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SPECIFICATIONS  

 

Description United Emirate Coin 

Algorithim Erc20 

Price Start at 0.3 USD 

Total Supply 20,000,000 

Circulating Supply 9,500,000 

Decimal Places 9 

Symbol UEC 

Airdrop Supply 100, 000 
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How to Store United Emirate Coin on MEW(myetherwallet) 

 
You can now follow the instructions below to add a custom token in MyEtherWallet: 

a) Visit MEW (www.myetherwallet.com) and go to the “View Wallet Info” page 

b) Click “Add Custom Token” 

c) Enter the contract address: (0x40cf9f8b652efe6bfb9d5cfcdb12e3a8a8b4c2c3) and number of decimals (9) 

d) Add the token symbol (UEC) 

e) Click ”Save” and your UEC will reflect 

United Emirate Coin details 

—————————– 

Decimal: 9 

Symbol: UEC 

Smart Contract address: 0x40cf9f8b652efe6bfb9d5cfcdb12e3a8a8b4c2c3 

EtherScan verified link https://etherscan.io/token/0x40cf9f8b652efe6bfb9d5cfcdb12e3a8a8b4c2c3 
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES  

If you wish to secure your future with financial stability in a safe way or you are tired 

of Centralized banking and the misleading promises of third party lenders, then 

investing in United Emirate Coin is the best investment decision you could ever make. 

Because the moment you acquire United Emirate Coin it becomes an interest bearing 

asset.  

 

1. UNITED EMIRATE COIN TRADING  

The Total supply is just 20M(Twenty million) making it a huge potential for 

astronomical increase in price value making investors tons of profits trading 

and holding UEC. United Emirate Coin has the potential to apprecaite 1000 

to 10,000% due to its unique image as the first Arab Cryptocurrency. 

You can also profit from downward movements in United Emirate Coin price 

by selling them at a higher price. If you want to profit from short selling, you 

have to own United Emirate Coin in the first place. Buy United Emirate Coin 

from Private Sale or External Exchanges with Bitcoins first.   

It’s simple to trade, just follow the steps below and you’ll have your money 

working for you   

I. DEPOSIT BITCOIN: deposit your BITCOIN on given bitcoin deposit 

address. 

II.   BUY UNITED EMIRATE COIN: Buy United Emirate Coin from 

Exchange.  

III. TRADE UNITED EMIRATE COIN: Buy and sell United Emirate Coin 

from Exchange  

IV. TRADING PROFIT: You can buy United Emirate Coin at lower price 

and sell at a higher price.  

 

 

 



 
 

Exclusive Private Sale  
United Emirate Coin will be listed on top exchanges by ending of 

November,2020. 

We have already made concrete Arrangement for that to happen. 

 

Why you should be excited in United Emirate Coin(uec)? 

================================================= 

United emirate coin has a very small total supply of 20M and  

also a very small circulating supply of only 9M coins only giving 

it a powerful opportunity to moon when listed on a big exchange. 

according to expert analysis, UEC will hit $4 to $15 per token 

after being listed on some of the Top crypto exchanges. 

So it’s wiser to buy UEC now at Exclusive Private Sale for just $0.3 (30 cents 

per token) 

You will also get a 20% bonus if you purchase trough the Exclusive Private 

Sale.  

Imagine if you bought 100,000 UEC at 30cents with an opportunity to sell 

at $4 per token. 

you can make over 1500% at the exchange. 

 

How to buy UEC at Exclusive Private Sale? 

================================= 

To Buy UEC at $0.3 with 20% bonus contact 

Please send an email to: Support@unitedemiratecoin.net 

Minimum amount to buy is 10,000 uec and above. 

the offer is valid for three weeks from 10th November 2020. 
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United Emirate Coin Roadmap 
============================================== 

 

1) Meeting with initial investors of the United Emirate Coin token 

project==July 2017 

2) Building of United Emirate Coin team== August 2017 

3) ICO completion== September 2017 

4) Initial Token Distribution== December 2017 

5) Meeting with investors to redevelop United Emirate Coin on Ethereum 

blockchain and new website == October 2018 

6) Redevelopment of United Emirate Coin on the Ethereum Blockchain for 

fast transaction speed and added security ==December 2019 

7) Redevelopment and publishing of new website ==April 2020 

8) Marketing and creation of awareness in Crypto communities about 

United Emirate Coin== November 2020 

9) Listing of United Emirate Coin token on Atleast one top exchange== 

December 2020 --> Target price ~ $4 

10) Marketing campaign to build more communities around United 

Emirate Coin.== December 2020 – January 2021 

11)Listing on Coinmarketcap or Worldcoinindex== January 2021 

12) Listing of United Emirate Coin Token on more exchanges ==January 

2021-March 2021 

13) United Emirate Coin partnership with merchants and service providers 

worldwide== April 2021 

14) April 2021 Target price== $15 and above. 

 


